VOCABULARY REVIEW

Circle the word or phrase you believe is the closest in meaning to the key word.

1. Agenda: a. schedule b. assignment c. addition d. common practice

2. Annex: a. to add to b. destroy c. interpret d. cross out

3. Bogus: a. inferior b. spooky c. not genuine d. extra

4. Composite: a. solid b. mock-up c. compound d. intricate design

5. Concave: a. curving inward b. oval-shaped c. curving outward d. collapsing

6. Condone: a. to eliminate b. forgive c. regret d. advise

7. Confluence: a. flowing together b. entanglement c. clout significance

8. Contrite: a. peevish b. cooperative c. remorseful d. crushed

9. Debase: a. to remove b. disqualify c. lower in value d. carry away

10. Defray: a. to combine b. move back c. provide money for d. cheat

11. Discretion: a. prudence b. conclusion c. appraisal d. timidity

12. Dispel: a. to spread out b. diminish c. drive away d. heal

13. Eccentric: a. abnormal b. grotesque c. unconventional d. changeable

14. Emit: a. to keep out b. give off c. acknowledge d. let in

15. Emulate: a. remember b. imitate c. conform d. flow

16. Facade: a. opinion b. conceit c. front or face of a building d. hypocrisy

17. Finite: a. complete b. limited c. exact d. everlasting

18. Forfeit: a. to exchange b. pull back c. shield from harm d. give up something
19. Implement (v.): a. to pry open b. put into effect c. penetrate d. lead or direct

20. Insipid: a. not interesting b. slow-moving c. easygoing d. lacking in thoroughness

21. Misnomer: a. wrong name b. sales pitch c. random list d. gross insult

22. Nocturnal: a. secretive b. occurring at night c. random d. pertaining to land dwellers

23. Ominous: a. heavy b. powerful c. important d. threatening

24. Opaque: a. transparent b. impenetrable by light c. thick d. translucent

24. Ostracize: a. to exclude b. strut or show off c. point out d. offend

25. Precedent: a. diagram b. step forward c. example d. regulation

26. Pretext: a. false reason b. first draft c. introduction d. summary

27. Procedure: a. to obtain b. soothe c. remedy d. transport

28. Pungent: a. aromatic b. sharp or caustic c. tasteless d. precise or exact

29. Reticent: a. pure b. sneaky c. reserved d. effusive

30. Subsequent: a. initial b. concurrent c. due d. following

31. Subtle: a. graceful b. not obvious c. restrained d. domestic

32. Succinct: a. deliberate b. quick c. blunt d. concise

33. Synthesis: a. hypothesis b. survey c. analysis d. combination of parts